This study explores the impact of blended-approach teaching on students’ achievement and satisfaction in a Malaysian university-level beginner string classes. Specifically, this study incorporated a blended objectivist–constructivist approach, together with Dick and Carey’s (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005) instructional design system, to create instructional materials for beginner string technique class. Researchers in general concur that the objectivist and constructivist approaches positively affect the teaching and learning process in the music classroom. Specifically, the constructivist teaching strategy of modeling, communication, exploration, and experimentation has been proven effective in enhancing students’ achievement and potential. Hence, these teaching strategies were incorporated into the blended approach to put together innovative instructional materials for teaching beginner string ensembles. This research used a non-equivalent control group post-test under a quasi-experimental design. The sample of the study consisted of 40 music students from two public universities in Malaysia. None of the students had had any prior instrumental music training. The students were purposively allocated to one of the two instructional materials; these were (a) an experimental group that were subject to the blended approach, using instructional materials based on Dick and Carey (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005) and (b) a control group that received conventional teaching via instructional materials based on printed method books. Following the 14-week treatment, the students completed an achievement test, performance assessment, and satisfaction survey. The achievement test was constructed to evaluate the students’ cognitive aspects. Meanwhile, the performance assessments were psychomotor tasks designed to evaluate what the students were able to do. The satisfaction survey provided feedback from each student on the effectiveness of both instructional materials. The results revealed that blended-approach instructional material had a positive impact on students’ achievement, as shown by the achievement test. A Mann–Whitney U test revealed a significant difference between the two groups, with the experimental group demonstrating superior achievement compared to the control group (U = 124.5, p = .04). Statistical analysis conducted on group mean scores in the total score for the performance assessments showed that the blended approach teaching material group scored highest. A t-test revealed this difference not to be statistically significant (t = 971, p = .338). However, statistical analysis conducted on the total ordinal score of the student satisfaction surveys revealed that the conventional teaching group scored higher in terms of total ordinal score. This difference was found not to be statistically significant via a Mann–Whitney U test (U = 153.0, p = .203). The results of this study suggest that both instructional materials, blended-approach teaching material, and conventional teaching materials have comparable effects on students’ achievement and music performance skills. Given that teaching music is a multidimensional process, several approaches ought to be implemented together in order to provide the most appropriate environment for learning. A combination of blended-approach and conventional teaching materials may create a plethora effect in teaching university-level beginner string technique classes.

The concept of Customer Based Brand Equity (CBBE) was introduced in 1990’s and since then there have been a few studies that apply the concept on television (TV) as media. Different characteristics of the business usually lead to different market structures at the industry level and in turn affect strategic choices at the firm’s level. Therefore, some scholars in the mass communication field pointed out of the need to study the applicability of brand equity constructs on broadcast television as a medium due to the unique nature of television as opposed to other products and services. This study seeks to examine comprehensively what drives brand equity in a TV media environment particularly for free-to-air TV channels and how it is operationalised among two key stakeholders, namely the channel management and the audience. The thesis has two parts. The qualitative part is essentially to find out how brand management is applied or implemented in relation to the uniqueness of television brands as opposed to normal products and services in building brand equity in Malaysia. The quantitative part is a survey among viewers to examine the interaction among antecedents and the formation of brand equity. A new term – Audience Based Brand Equity (ABBE) is coined to apply the concept of CBBE on media. The result of the qualitative study suggests that brand management of a TV station is more complicated than normal products and similarly the quantitative study also suggests that ABBE formation is different from CBBE formation. Conventional integrated marketing communications like advertising and public relations that are the thrust of brand management are found to be partial mediators for lower brand equity station (ntv7).